
1 Observe tadpoles transforming into frogs   26 Visit a local museum     

2 Go on a bug hunt   27 Construct a night light     

3 Learn how to ride a bike safely   28 Be a Rockstar for the day     

4 Taste tropical fruits   29 Raise a butterfly     

5 Build a den   30 Visit some historical ruins     

6 Pretend to be a real life hero   31 Become a master with a needle and thread    

7 Be a farmer for the day   32 Invent your own cracking contraption     

8 Hatch a chick from an egg   33 Swim!     

9 Encounter creatures in a tropical   34 Spend a night away from home      

10 Navigate using a map   35 Make a mechanical toy     

11 Grow a sunflower   36 Be an evacuee     

12 Present a weather forecast   37 Dine in a restaurant     

13 Be a Victorian child for the day   38 Cook a meal (and eat it!)     

14 Watch a live performance    39 Bowl a strike!    

15 Meet exotic animals at a zoo   40 Leave Year 6 with a smile and a wave     

16 Post a letter   41 Be MAGICAL     

17 Take a train journey   42 Visit a place of worship     

18 Parle français   43 Put on a show     

19 Make a cave painting   44 Work with our community     

20 Cause a volcanic eruption   45 Vote in a democratic election     

21 Attend a Mad Hatter’s tea party   46 Celebrate festivals from around the world     

22 Fly a kite   47 Play a musical instrument      

23 Fly around Europe   48 Find your talent at a club     

24 Wander through a forest   49 Be part of a team     

25 Walk along the River Tees   50 Display your artwork in a gallery     

There are hundreds of amazing learning experiences on offer at Linthorpe Community Primary School. 

Here are our top 50 fantastic things to do, as chosen by our lovely staff and School Council. 


